St. Michael’s Church
CHARLESTON, SC
SUNDAY, APRIL 2, 2017
2 PETER 1:5-9
JOHN 10:11-18
PREACHER: THE REV. AL ZADIG, JR.
HEAVENLY FATHER, MAKE THESE WORDS MORE THAN WORDS
AND GIVE US THE SPIRIT OF JESUS.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++
How many of you remember the name Enid Strict?
Let me give you a hint through some of her more famous quotations:
Isn’t that con-veeen-ient!
Could it be…Satan?
Isn’t that Spec-ial…
Enid Strict was the purple dressed woman on Saturday Night Live known as: Church Lady:
The
Uptight
Churchy
Smug
Pious
Self righteous
Host
of CHURCH CHAT.
She would interview celebrities and always call them out on their alleged sins.
One of her more infamous interviews happened in October 1987 when she interviewed Sean Penn-Calling him Sin Penn
And then makes numerous references to his-then wife Madonna, saying:
o

Well, Madonna doesn’t quite live up to her namesake, now does she!-

Sean Penn gets so angry he throws a punch, hitting church lady square in the nose.
+++++++++
Where are we going with this?
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+++++
Today, we come to our 6th fruit of the Holy Spirit, the Holy Spirit fruit of Goodness.
Yet when we think of church and goodness we often get the stereotyped
Grace-lessjudgmentalGoodie-Too-Shoes.
image of Enid Strict.
Or the other extreme:
The bland kind of stand for nothing Pastor Timothy Lovejoy of 1st Church of Springfield…in
the Simpsons..
Or going back a few years, Father John Mulcahy, on the Sitcom, Mash…
Today, let’s clear the air…What does this word Goodness really mean and do we really need God to be
Good?
The best definition of the Holy Spirit fruit of Goodness comes in John 10.
It’s here Jesus describes Himself 3 times as:
The Good Shepherd.
Now, there are two important words in the Greek for Good:
The first is Agathos, which describes the moral quality of something…
Then there is Kalos which means a quality of loveliness, winsomeness, a graciousness.
Enid Strict is…Agathos
Moralistic, legalistic
The person Anglican Archbishop William Temple spoke about when he said:
o “it’s possible to be morally upright….repulsively!”
++++++++++
Kalos on the other hand is a graciousness
A Kalos kind of Good, similar to how we might describe someone we would call the Good Doctor in
town..
When we say good doctor, we’re not just thinking of the efficiency of the doctor, but the:
Sympathy
The loveliness
One we know will make house calls when needed.
Another image of what we mean by this Kalos kind of Good comes from Genesis 1:31…
God, in creation saw all that he had made, and called it Good.
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A radiance, a beauty.
So, when Jesus describes Himself as the Good Shepherd, it’s this Kalos Shepherd,
the gracious
radiant
winsome Shepherd,
not the moralistic church lady.
++++++++
But then Immediately, Jesus contrasts Himself as Good Shepherd by talking about bad shepherds, the
hired hand.
Here’s the back story, shepherds in those days were the ones ultimately responsible for the sheep.
If anything were to happen to any of the sheep, the shepherd had to provide proof that it was not his
fault.
And the Israeli deserts were the most difficult places in the world to be shepherds.
Today The desert makes up 55% of all Israel….
a statistic much higher when Jesus walked the earth.
For most of the year, the desert was and is simply inhospitable to any life.
Water scarce
Food rare
Dangers everywhere.
Steep and eroded cliffs with drop-offs in the thousands of feet..
Vicious and attacking animals, the worst among them
o Jackals
o Hyenas
o Panthers
o And Wolves
Which is why King David, an experienced shepherd would write Psalm 23:
Yea…though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death..
Shepherding was and is serous business.
For this reason, the Good Shepherds would literally get to know their sheep personally to get them
out of bad situations..
Some shepherds:
Constantly told stories and the sheep would therefore get to know his voice
Others would play a certain instrument
Or Sing a particular set of songs
Some even called them by name
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This by the way is one of the reasons we wear new nametags every Sunday, to a be place where we are
known!
Let me demonstrate the power of being known to the Shepherd….
In 1980, the Israeli army punishes a village near Bethlehem for not paying its taxes.
The officer in command rounds up all the village sheep and places them in a large barbed wire pen as
leverage
until all taxes of the townsfolk are paid.
One woman approaches the officer in command and begs him to release her sheep, arguing that since
her husband was dead the animals were her only source of livelihood.
The officer jokes that it would be impossible to find her little band of sheep out of the thousands.
She begs him and the officer says all right, let me see you try.
The woman produces a small red flute and begins to play a simple tune, over and over again and soon
her band of sheep begin popping their heads up and walking toward the entrance, all 25 came to
their shepherd.
The Good shepherd know his sheep by name
o not because he has to force himself to know them
o

but out of sheer love for them.

The bad Shepherds were the shepherds doing it out of a need for money.
o These would be the shepherds that when the wolves attacked,
would be the first to run off.
Why? They viewed their sheep as means to an end.
+++++
Right about now, and because you were in church last week when Peter Moore preached on
Kindness, you might be saying this goodness sounds like Kindness, defined by Peter as:
The key that unlocks the door to God’s grace, that tender concern for others…
Which is why goodness comes after kindness, because Goodness builds on that tenderness..
BUT, here’s the fork in the road:
Kindness is a disposition
whereas…
Goodness is all about ACTION.

Paul in Ephesians 2:10 says we’ve been saved FOR good works.
Example..
Goodness is a die hard Clemson fan, putting aside the disdain for Gamecocks…and actually cheering
for the Lady Gamecocks tonight in the Championship Game!
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A gracious
Goodness that leads to Action!
Back to the Shepherds..
For the earthly shepherds in Mid-Eastern deserts it REQUIRED action in the form of
the shepherd having to sleep over the entrance to the sheep pen at night to make sure no wild animal
got in and no sheep got out!
Goodness, this Kalos always results in action!
Jesus proves this by saying:
As the Good Shepherd..
WAIT FOR IT..
I LAY DOWN MY LIFE FOR MY SHEEP.
Action!
My friends, we live in a modern day desert…
Jesus is our shepherd who comes between us and Satan.
For us that gate is the cross…and on that cross our shepherd Jesus would die so we might live.
Ephesians 5…Jesus loved the church and gave Himself up for her to present her without stain or
wrinkle, Holy and Blameless!
So my friends, more than goodie-too-shoes…
This Holy Spirit fruit of Goodness…always leads to action.
+++++++
So, Do we need God to be Good?
All good comes from God, because goodness is God’s Character.
James 1:17…
Whatever is good comes down to us from God our Father, who created all the lights in the heavens.
He never changes or casts a shifting shadow.
In fact, and to kind of prove this point…
If we take one ‘o’ out of Good
o we get God…
As an aside…
o If we add one ‘d’ to evil,
o we get devil.
Which is why we can say..
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God is Good
o all the time
And all the time…
o God is Good!
It really is therefore impossible to be good without God.
I submit to you that if an atheist is doing good things, God is working in that persons life, but just not
fully realized.
Kind of like owning a Porsche, but never getting it out of 1st gear!
+++++
But so it is with being a Christian, and being good without the Holy Spirit!
Remember none of the 9 fruit of the Spirit come natural to us!
When we live authentic love joy and peace, kindness and goodness, it is evidence that the Holy Spirit
lives in us!
But The Holy Spirit is also the fuel that brings action to our Goodness.
Now this is serious business and a danger to all of us who are shepherds, who lead
Worship
Serve on
o Altar Guild
o Prayer Ministry
o Vestry
Those Who Usher
Who are Life Group leaders,
Teachers, mission leaders
You name it
If the Holy Spirit isn’t in our ministry, we can end up as dry as the Israeli desert!
Being good for goodness sakes without the Holy Spirit is unsustainable.
+++++++++++++++
So…The Holy Spirit is the fuel that brings action to our Goodness.
Again, Paul in Ephesians 2:10 says we’ve been saved FOR good works.
Not because we have to or are forced,
but as shepherds..
and as a result of what Jesus did for us..
We want others to have what we’ve been given!
We’ve been saved not to be the:
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cynical
Church lady..
And we’ve been saved not to be the:
Bland
Pastor Lovejoy or Fr. Mulcahy.
We have been saved through the Power of the Holy Spirit to bring action to our goodness!
Let me illustrate:
In Israel, there are two major bodies of water.
All modern and ancient shepherds are only too familiar with them.
They are the:
1.
2.

The Sea of Galilee
And the Dead Sea.

The Sea of Galilee receives its water on its northern end from the inflow of the Jordan River. That
water flows out of the Jordan River on the south side..
And then flows 87 miles into the Dead Sea.
So, The Dead Sea gets its water from the Jordan River.
Yet the Dead Sea is called dead because nothing can live in it, no fish, no vegetation.
Why is it dead?
“The Dead Sea HAS NO OUTLET!”
The water only pours in, but because it cannot pour out, the water dies.
On the other hand..
The Sea of Galilee because it has both an inflow and an outflow is always giving what its been
receiving and is therefore full of life.
The Dead Sea only receives, it never gives!
The Christian life that only receives and never gives, becomes barren and dead.
But if we give, the waters come alive!
Yet we can only give because of the Holy Spirit.
It’s the reason we do mission!
Our mission work is all about this outflow:
Meals on wheels
Sanders Clyde School
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Our partnership with Church of the Resurrection…
Our upcoming mission trips to:
Africa
Boston
Honduras
India
Are the ways we live out this Holy Spirit fruit of goodness.
On the day to day level, this action filled pouring out of goodness comes when we:
Invite someone to the Tuesday morning breakfast
The Good Friday Stations of the Cross
When we tithe.
So, Goodness has teeth, it always leads to action.
Our faith, if it doesn’t lead to action,
If ours is a Sunday Worship only Faith,
good news, you’re half way there!
++++++++++++
So my friends, here we are, the week before Palm Sunday, Holy Week and Easter.
Question…how is your heart? Are you tired?
Trying to be good without the Holy Spirit results in a tired….
o Church Lady.
Are you out of energy to pour out the Goodness and graciousness of God on another?
+++++++
Today, as your shepherd, I ask the Holy Spirit to:
Breath a new gracious goodness into you,
A new wind inside your lungs,
A New energy
A new focus into us that we might realize again that Goodness this graciousness always leads
to action!!!!
Let us pray.
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